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The Plan
• Part 1: Systematic Review

• Defining what Peer Support is and how it benefits various 
stages of the student journey

• Part 2: Case Study
• Lessons learnt running Peer Support at King’s

• Part 3: Q&A
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Student Mental Health Landscape

Starting university is a significant life change for many.
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8 of 10

45%
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Student Mental Health & Retention Landscape

Stress alone can have a major impact on mood, sense of wellbeing, 
behaviour and health as well as academic performance.

Mental Health 
Difficulties

Missed Classes
Decreased 
Academic 

Performance 

£33,000
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Retention, Belonging and Peer Support
Transition into university and second year are especially risky for student mental 

health and retention.

According to 1000 students, 76% felt that 
more wellbeing support, support to fit into 
‘university life’ and ways to talk about their 
unhappiness would stop them from dropping 
out of university; of these surveyed, 29% of 
students would confide in another student for 
wellbeing advice. 
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What does peer support in HE mean 
to you?
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Review of Peer Support: Abstract

Background: With rising attrition and declining student mental 
health, peer support is a growing area of interest for many higher 
education institutions. Despite being a readily used term, its 
meaning differs according to the institution running the programme, 
making it difficult to share best practice in the sector.
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Review of peer support: abstract 

• Aims: This review aims to create a shared language and understanding of peer 
support so that universities can improve their peer support structures in a 
consistent and strategic way.

• Results: An outline and discussion of four types of peer support are in this 
review: peer-run support, peer health education, peer mentoring and peer-
assisted learning. Together, these four types of peer support are an opportunity 
for higher education institutions to improve student retention, belonging and 
overall wellbeing.
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‘support provided by 
and for people with 
similar conditions, 
problems or 
experiences’

DEFINITION 

OF 

PEER 

SUPPORT
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FORMAL VERSUS INFORMAL
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PEER-RUN 

SUPPORT
TYPES

• One-to-one: Oxford Model

• Group: Student Minds

• Remote: Nightline

‘a process by 

which persons 

voluntarily come 

together to help 

each other 

address common 

problems or 

shared concerns’
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PEER
HEALTH 

EDUCATION

HEALTH PROMOTION FOR

• Sexual Health Education

• Nutrition & Physical Activity 

• Stress, Time Management & Resilience

• Wellbeing 

‘…an approach to health 

promotion, in which community 

members are supported to 

promote health-enhancing change 

among their community…the 

teaching or sharing of health 

information, values and behaviour 

in educating others…’
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PEER 

MENTORING

CONSIDERATIONS 

• Primarily for first-years 

• Academic success & transition

• Opt-in versus opt-out
‘a more advanced 

or experienced 

individual guiding a 

less experienced 

individual’

Recommendations for Peer Mentoring:

1. Formal programmes to include training 

with handbook, expectations, FAQs and 

strategies to build positive relationships

2. Include high quality reporting

(Budge, 2006)
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PEER-

ASSISTED 

LEARNING 

(PAL)

CONSIDERATIONS

• Predominantly for first-years

• Course-specific 

• ‘Peer-Assisted Study Sessions’ 

(PASS)

• Best practice is coordinated 

centrally and managed locally 

‘a scheme that fosters cross-year 

support between students on the 

same course. PAL encourages 

students to support each other 

and to learn collaboratively 

under the guidance of trained 

students, called PAL Leaders, 

from the year above’

PALs has a role in ‘supporting students’ transition to college; 
social and emotional development; leadership and career 
skills development; satisfaction with college; learning and 

academic performance; and persistence and retention’ 
(Keenan, 2014: 10). 
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REVIEW OF PEER SUPPORT: 
CONCLUSION

Peer support in all its different forms can and should be implemented 

strategically at different points throughout the student journey to 

improve student retention, belonging and overall wellbeing.
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Peer Support Overview
Peer-Run Support Peer Health Education Peer Mentoring Peer Assisted Learning

For Those experiencing 
difficulties

All 1st years 1st years (specific 
courses)

Engagement Partnership with 
services, personal 
tutors, etc. 

Promoting through 
normal student 
engagement channels 

Promotion from 
departments to 
‘opt-in’ at start

Promotion through 
departments and 
faculties

Support Coordination & 
Supervision/Reflection

Coordination Coordination –
more at start with 
check-ins 

Ongoing support & 
check-ins

Training 
Available
(Train the 
Trainer)

Student Minds (Group) Student Minds Look After Your
Mate

Connect Peer Support
(one-to-one)

Certified Peer 
Educator

International Academic Peer Learning 
Network

Nightline (Remote)

https://www.studentminds.org.uk/settingupapeersupportgroup.html
https://www.studentminds.org.uk/settingupapeersupportgroup.html
https://www.studentminds.org.uk/lookafteryourmate.html
https://connectpeersupport.com/
https://www.naspa.org/project/certified-peer-educator-cpe-training
http://academicpeerlearning.org/about-us/
https://www.nightline.ac.uk/universities-student-unions/setting-up-a-nightline/


KCLSU Case Study
Positive Peers 



Positive Peers 
A hybrid peer support team of wellbeing ambassadors
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King’s Check-Ins

Peer-run support: group support running ‘Positive 
Minds’ and 121

Peer Health Education: ‘Cooking & Conversation’ 
and wellbeing, self-care and resilience group 
‘Thrive’ 

Engagement & Online Support: podcast, blog, 
social media, newsletter and Wellbeing Hub 



Lessons Learnt

• Training

• Expectations and 
Boundaries

• Evaluation 

• Partnerships & Student 
Network

• Student Minds
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External Peer Support Case Studies
Themes 

1.Peer support programmes that have the highest level of student engagement 
with a whole-university approach are based centrally

2.Only one institution is running a central programme that takes advantages of 
all types of peer support. Even programmes that run centrally find that it can 
be challenging to support and standardise schemes across the university. 

3.Evaluation is a difficulty for all programmes with no consistency in the sector. 

4.There is no consistent training or expectations for students in the sector 
(except in PALs).
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Questions or thoughts?

Julia Haas, MSc in Health Promotion

King’s College London Students’ Union

Student Wellbeing & Welfare Manager

Julia.haas@kclsu.org
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